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I. Context  
 

Whether it is through neoliberal policies funneling funding to specific research questions, or through 

government policies prohibiting certain topics, academic freedom is threatened around the globe.1 

Using their national legal frameworks, states create laws that can protect or suppress academic 

freedom, or use strategic litigation against public participation in the academic community.2 This has 

been reported in a wide variety of states, including the United States where legislators have drafted 

bills prohibiting the teaching of critical race theory,3 in Hungary where gender studies have been 

proscribed, or in Turkey where the privatization of higher education following the coup in 2016 has 

increased academic censorship.4 In a 2016 study on the legal protections of academic freedom in 

Europe, scholars Klaus D. Beiter, Terence Karran, and Kwadwo Appiagyei-Atua note that a 

“downward trend in protection levels” can be observed in higher education legislation passed 

between 2000 and 2016 approximately.5  

 

To respond to this situation, the Global Observatory on Academic Freedom conducts rigorous 

research addressing the need to rethink academic freedom, its codification, and practice.6 As a first 

step, a global mapping of regulatory frameworks that apply to academic freedom is necessary to 

 
1 Since its creation in 2011, the organization Scholars at Risk reported increasing attacks on academic 
freedom: there have been more than 1190 verified incidents involving more than 1650 attacks on higher 
education, in 103 countries and territories (UN Human Rights Office. 2020. Report to the UN Special 
Rapporteur on the Promotion and Protection of the Right to Freedom of Opinion and Expression. New York: 
Scholars at Risk Network, Microsoft Word - SAR submission for the UNSRFOE 10JUN2020.docx (ohchr.org)). 
 
2 UCI Law International Justice Clinic. 2020. Summary of Expert Consultation on Academic Freedom and 
Freedom of Expression. Irvine: University of California Press, 1-14. Microsoft Word - 
SummaryExpertConsultationAcademicFreedom.docx (ohchr.org) 
 
3 Liviu Matei. 2021. “The West’s Crisis of Academic Freedom.” Project Syndicate, March 29, 2021.The West’s 

Crisis of Academic Freedom by Liviu Matei - Project Syndicate (project-syndicate.org). 

4 UCI Law International Justice Clinic, Summary of Expert Consultation on Academic Freedom and Freedom of 
Expression, 8. 
 
5 Klaus D. Beiter, Terence Karran, and Kwadwo Appiagyei-Atua. 2016. “Academic Freedom and Its Protection 
in the Law of European States: Measuring an International Human Right.” European Journal of Comparative 
Law and Governance 3 no.3: 254–345, 332. 
 
6 Milica Popovic, Liviu Matei, and Daniele Joly. 2022. Changing Understandings of Academic Freedom in the 
World at the Time of Pandemic. Vienna: OSUN Global Observatory on Academic Freedom, 5. 

https://www.ohchr.org/sites/default/files/Documents/Issues/Opinion/Submissions/NGOs/Scholars_at_Risk_submission.pdf
https://www.ohchr.org/sites/default/files/Documents/Issues/Opinion/Submissions/SummaryExpertConsultationAcademicFreedom.pdf
https://www.ohchr.org/sites/default/files/Documents/Issues/Opinion/Submissions/SummaryExpertConsultationAcademicFreedom.pdf
https://www.project-syndicate.org/commentary/academic-freedom-crisis-in-west-by-liviu-matei-2021-03?barrier=accesspaylog
https://www.project-syndicate.org/commentary/academic-freedom-crisis-in-west-by-liviu-matei-2021-03?barrier=accesspaylog
https://elkanacenter.ceu.edu/sites/elkanacenter.ceu.edu/files/attachment/basicpage/131/finalgoafglobalreport20220712.pdf
https://elkanacenter.ceu.edu/sites/elkanacenter.ceu.edu/files/attachment/basicpage/131/finalgoafglobalreport20220712.pdf
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better understand both the growing pressure on members of the academic community and the 

available resources to resist it. 

II. Purpose 

 

This global mapping will create a compendium of international, regional, national, and intranational 

legal frameworks that will offer a clear and searchable database of legislation on academic freedom 

around the world. It is hoped that this database will contribute to a comparative understanding of 

the current state of academic freedom. We expect the database to be continuously updated as 

changes and amendments in regulatory frameworks occur. 

  

International, regional, and domestic jurisprudence show that given the lack of provisions directly 

targeting academic freedom, courts have had to use other rights to protect it. This points to the 

legislative gap that exists in many jurisdictions concerning academic freedom. We decide to focus on 

this lack, and therefore do not include provisions that, without mentioning academic freedom, have 

been used to protect it. By focusing on the legislation directly mentioning academic freedom, our 

mapping will help clarify the contours of this gap and show how the concept becomes conceptualized 

as having its own normative content.7 

 

This database will serve as a starting point for further research and analysis on the situation of 

academic freedom in each country. Having a database that centralizes up-to-date legislation on 

academic freedom will allow researchers to focus on analysis rather than data collection. 

Furthermore, a mapping will encourage comparative outlooks on the legal treatment of academic 

freedom and lay the bases for a global understanding of the best practices in support of academic 

freedom. 

 

Given the complexity of interrelated factors that constitute academic freedom, we base our 

understanding of the concept on both the 1997 Recommendation concerning the Status of Higher-

 
7 For a more detailed conceptualization of academic freedom as a human right and which attributes 
"collectively reflect the essence of [this] right’s normative content”, see Beiter, Karran, and Appiagyei-Atua, 
"Academic Freedom and Its Protection in the Law of European States”, 281-282. 
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Education Teaching Personnel arrived at by the joint work of UNESCO and ILO,8 and the definition of 

the 2020 Rome Ministerial Communiqué for the European Higher Education Area. These two 

definitions serve as working definition for this mapping exercise. While academic freedom continues 

to be defined in a variety of different ways,9 it is not the purpose of this project to argue for one 

understanding above another. 

 

The 1997 UNESCO Recommendation describes academic freedom as “the right, without constriction 

by prescribed doctrine, to freedom of teaching and discussion, freedom in carrying out research and 

disseminating and publishing the results thereof, freedom to express freely their opinion about the 

institution or system in which they work, freedom from institutional censorship and freedom to 

participate in professional or representative academic bodies.”10  

 

The 2020 Rome Ministerial Communiqué emphasizes the relationship between academic freedom and 

other concepts. It states that academic freedom comprises “the freedom to learn, to teach and to 

research, with each of these freedoms entailing the freedom to think, to question, and to share ideas, 

both inside and outside the higher education sector” without fear of reprisal.11 It also asserts that 

institutional autonomy and secure employment conditions for academic staff are constitutive of 

academic freedom. The Communiqué adds that academic freedom “must be framed by rigorous 

scientific and professional standards, respect for the rights of others, ethical conduct and the 

awareness of the impact of research on humans and their environment”. It further insists that while 

academic freedom is not an absolute value, its “core tenets cannot be understood and interpreted 

differently in different national contexts”.12 This principle of international consistency underpins the 

rationale behind mapping regulatory frameworks on academic freedom in this project. 

 
8 Donald C. Savage and Patricia A. Finn. 2017. “The Road to the 1997 UNESCO Statement on Academic 
Freedom”, Canadian Association of University Teachers, unesco_en_insidepages_final2017-09-11.pdf (caut.ca). 
 
9 For an exploration of different definitions used in international and transnational contexts, see Popovic, 
Matei, and Joly, Changing Understandings of Academic Freedom in the World at the Time of Pandemic, 16. 
 
10 UNESCO. 1997. Recommendation concerning the Status of Higher-Education Teaching Personnel. Paris, 
France: November 11, 1997. Recommendation concerning the Status of Higher-Education Teaching Personnel 
| UNESCO 
 
11 EHEA (European Higher Education Area). 2020. Rome Ministerial Communiqué - Annex I - Statement on 
Academic Freedom. Rome_Ministerial_Communique_Annex_I.pdf (ehea.info) 
 
12 EHEA (European Higher Education Area). 2020. Rome Ministerial Communiqué - Annex I - Statement on 
Academic Freedom. Rome_Ministerial_Communique_Annex_I.pdf (ehea.info) 

https://www.caut.ca/sites/default/files/unesco_en_insidepages_final2017-09-11.pdf
https://en.unesco.org/about-us/legal-affairs/recommendation-concerning-status-higher-education-teaching-personnel
https://en.unesco.org/about-us/legal-affairs/recommendation-concerning-status-higher-education-teaching-personnel
http://ehea.info/Upload/Rome_Ministerial_Communique_Annex_I.pdf
http://ehea.info/Upload/Rome_Ministerial_Communique_Annex_I.pdf
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Disambiguation 
 

We propose a global mapping that focuses on legislation explicitly mentioning academic freedom, 

and not on legislation having the effect of undermining or protecting it. Academic freedom and its 

exercise overlap with several other concepts, such as the freedom of expression or the right to 

mobility to disseminate knowledge. The laws presented in this report should be interpreted in the 

light of jurisprudence on these different concepts. However, this project will not delve into how 

academic freedom overlaps with other rights, nor will it explore how legislation addressing other 

rights can support or hinder legislation on academic freedom, though we are aware that it may. 

 

Indeed, while academic freedom is related to freedom of speech, it is to be distinguished from it in 

several important ways. Academic freedom "has to be supported by the quality of academic work”13, 

and carries obligations within its definition. Academic freedom does not extend to all expression 

while free speech does.14 Rights of academic freedom are vested in the academic community; they do 

not extend to all persons.15 Academic freedom is both an individual and a collective right, which is 

connected to factors such as institutional autonomy, professional and social responsibility, 

accountability for public funds, and equitable access16 These factors are to be taken comprehensively, 

as they do not individually exhaust the reach of academic freedom. For example, institutional 

autonomy may reflect only the transfer of responsibilities from public authorities to higher education 

institutions, without securing the protection of academic freedom.17  

 

 

 
13 Popovic, Matei, and Joly, Changing Understandings of Academic Freedom in the World at the Time of 
Pandemic, 57. 
 
14 Robert Quinn. 2021. “What is academic freedom?” Alexander von Humboldt Foundation, 2021. 
 
15 Robert Post. 2016. “Free Speech and Academic Freedom.” Columbia Law School, March 7, 2016. Free Speech 
and Academic Freedom | Columbia Law School 
 
16 Quinn, “What is academic freedom?”. 
 
17 Pavel Zgaga. 2012. “Reconsidering University Autonomy and Governance: From Academic Freedom to 
Institutional Autonomy”, in University Governance and Re- form: Policy, Fads, and Experience in International 
Perspective edited by H. Schuetze, W. Bruneau, and G. Grosjean, 11-22. New York: Palgrave Macmillan. 

https://www.humboldt-foundation.de/en/explore/newsroom/dossier-philipp-schwartz-initiative/what-is-academic-freedom#:~:text=Robert%20Quinn%2C%20Executive%20Director%20of%20Scholars%20at%20Risk,and%20extramural%20expression%20%28with%20audiences%20outside%20the%20sector%29.
https://www.law.columbia.edu/news/archive/free-speech-and-academic-freedom
https://www.law.columbia.edu/news/archive/free-speech-and-academic-freedom
https://www.humboldt-foundation.de/en/explore/newsroom/dossier-philipp-schwartz-initiative/what-is-academic-freedom#:~:text=Robert%20Quinn%2C%20Executive%20Director%20of%20Scholars%20at%20Risk,and%20extramural%20expression%20%28with%20audiences%20outside%20the%20sector%29.
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III. Methodology 

 

This mapping must first and foremost offer information that is clear, coherent, accessible, and easily 

updatable. The following methodology should be evaluated against these criteria. Users should be 

able to quickly understand the type of tool listed, if it is binding, and the entity upon which they create 

obligations. In the case of conflicts between international, national, and/or intranational laws, 

explanatory notes will be added to clarify which framework has primacy. 

 

In the first step of the project, we will gather official legislation on academic freedom at the 

international, regional, national, and intranational level. For international and regional frameworks, 

we include both binding documents and consensus building documents, which are not binding per 

se but inform the interpretation of legislation and serve as “soft law”, or as a basis for the 

development and reinforcement of customary international law. We also include them because 

various international and regional entities have produced recommendations, resolutions, and other 

non-binding standards but are still assessing the feasibility of creating binding instruments on 

academic freedom.18 

 

The national and intranational data set will only list official legislation and statutory acts, and not 

policies, recommendations, and other non-binding documents. Including the latter would run the risk 

of over-extending the scope of this mapping exercise. 

 

The following search words will be used to identify legislation on academic freedom:  

<academic freedom>, <freedom to teach>, <freedom to research>, <scientific research>, <freedom of 

academic exchange>. 

 

These documents will be found through online research of official legal databases. The databases 

currently used are: 

- The United Nations’ Document Repository will be used for international documents. 

- Oxford Constitutions of the World: Home (ouplaw.com). 

- The EHEA database with information on the member countries’ legislation 

 
18 Popovic, Matei, and Joly, Changing Understandings of Academic Freedom in the World at the Time of 
Pandemic, 33. 

https://www.un.org/en/our-work/documents
https://oxcon.ouplaw.com/home/ocw
http://ehea.info/page-full_members
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For legislation that is not in English, official translations will be provided if they exist. If not, the 

database will feature unofficial translations of the relevant provisions by authors of the database. 

Secondary literature will assist in the search for primary sources. In case of inaccessible documents, 

the Observatory will find a contact person in the relevant institution to fill the gaps. The list of these 

contacts should be compiled in an Excel sheet with the following information: country, jurisdiction, 

entity, role, name, email.  

 

This data will be ordered in two sets: 

a. Set 1 will record international and regional legislative tools and consensus 

documents according to the following categories (see Annex 1 for the list of relevant 

entities): 

Entity Document 
Specific 

Provisions 

Jurisdictions 

concerned 

Year of 

adoption 

Legally 

Binding 
Reference 

 

It will be divided in three subsets, thus establishing a distinction between:  

- Set 1.1: International organizations (such as the UN and ILO),  

- Set 1.2: Regional organizations (the European Union and the South African Development 

Community for example), 

- Set 1.3: Other initiatives by workers and employers’ organizations (such as the American 

Association of University Professors). This subset will focus on official documents signed by 

at least three or more institutions. Declarations made in the context of one institution only, 

or provisions existing in collective agreements will not be listed.  

Each subset will make a distinction between legally binding and consensus building documents as 

indicated in the “Legally Binding” column. 

b. Set 2 will record national and intranational legislative tools according to the following 

categories: 

Country Jurisdiction Document  Provision  
Year of 

adoption  
Reference 

Other 

relevant 

Acts 

Country 

Name 
National 

Constitution Art. x    

Statutory 

Act 
Art. y    
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State 1 
Statutory 

Act  
Art. y    

State 2 
No legal 

protection 
    

 

We will start by filling in the first set of data, then the countries’ legislation will be researched. Each 

country’s constitution will be listed, whether it contains a provision about academic freedom or not. 

Higher education statutory provisions will also be listed. 

 

For readability purposes, the term “state” will be used to indicate intranational jurisdictions, though 

within their own context they might be referred to as provinces, territories, departments, etc. While 

all countries are listed, only the intranational jurisdictions which have relevant legislation on 

academic freedom will be listed. In the case where one intranational jurisdiction has legislation and 

not others, all states of that country will be listed, to show the discrepancy (see the mapping of 

Canada for an example). However, if none of the intranational jurisdictions have any relevant 

instruments, none of them will be listed. The last column, “Other relevant acts” will serve to indicate 

if there are higher education legislation that is relevant but does not mention academic freedom. 

When there are several relevant statutory acts, they will be listed chronologically with the most 

recent one first. 

 

2.  A second step of this project will be to present the data on an interactive map with three 

overlapping layers that can be hidden or shown by the viewer: international, regional, and 

national frameworks. By clicking on the relevant jurisdiction, the viewer would be led to a 

page where the information gathered in step 1 is presented. A rudimentary example, visible 

here, has been prepared on the Google program My Maps, but a more specialized software 

might be better for future developments. For a similar example, see the map of indigenous 

languages and territories linked in Annex 2. 

 

 

 

 

https://www.google.com/maps/d/edit?mid=18vks0eIa_rlSkkdiE5mTFZcESaiPJW0&usp=sharing
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IV. Limitations and Disclaimers 
 

As with any project with a global perspective, a measure of detail is lost in the compiling of data. 

Depending on the perspective of the user (whether they are a student, a researcher, an interested 

citizen, a lawyer, etc.), various factors might impact the quality of the results. We are aware of the 

following issues: 

 

- Situating Academic Freedom in the landscape of human rights legislation: Other rights 

have been used to legislate on academic freedom, and this legislation interacts with official 

laws on academic freedom. Given the multifaceted aspect of academic freedom, positive and 

negative rights can be used to advance it.19 Examples would be the right to freedom of opinion 

and expression, the right to education, to mobility, or to assembly. All of these rights are 

essential for a meaningful participation in the academic community. Other rights can also be 

relied upon to protect academic freedom, such as the right to be free from discrimination on 

the ground of political or other opinion, free from torture or cruel, inhuman treatment 

(especially in the context of brutal regimes).20  Although some commentators regard these 

rights as an adequate foundation for academic freedom, our global mapping will instead 

address official legislation that explicitly defines and protects a distinct right to academic 

freedom.21  We do not mean to deny, however, that many distinct rights can be invoked when 

academic freedom has been attacked. But the focus in our global mapping will be narrower.  

 

- Focus on legislation: Legislative tools are interpreted and used in specific socio-political 

contexts. This database only offers a snapshot of current valid laws, without the judicial 

decisions that have developed using these laws. Including judicial decisions in our database 

goes beyond the scope of this project. However, we are aware that in decontextualizing 

legislative frameworks, this project runs the risk of flattening the complex reality of academic 

 
19 For an overview of provisions relevant to academic freedom in global and regional human rights 
instruments, see Robert Quinn and Jesse Levine. 2014. “Intellectual-Hrds and Claims for Academic Freedom 
Under Human Rights Law.” The International Journal of Human Rights 18, no. 7-8 (November 17, 2014): 898–
920, 904. 
 
20 Beiter, Karran, and Appiagyei-Atua, "Academic Freedom and Its Protection in the Law of European States”, 
261. 
 
21 Beiter, Karran, and Appiagyei-Atua, "Academic Freedom and Its Protection in the Law of European States”, 
264. 
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freedom in each country to give the illusion of a uniform understanding of the concept that is 

then “protected” or not. For a deeper understanding of how laws on academic freedom are 

implemented, and for a necessary historical and political context, country case studies such 

as Gergely Kovats and Zoltan Ronay’s22 are necessary. 

 

- Discrepancy between legislation and practice: To understand how academic freedom 

actually functions, it is necessary to examine more than official policies or directives, or even 

official collective agreements.23 Despite such legal documents, actual practices may amplify 

or undermine academic freedom.24 This is an extremely complicated issue, but in our global 

mapping we shall, as a first step, attempt to compile only the formal legislation that defines 

and regulates academic freedom. We shall leave for another day the far more difficult 

question of interpretation and compliance.  We shall also not assess the adequacy of 

legislation. In the case of the EU Member States, for example, this important task is 

undertaken by scholars Beiter, Karran and Appiagyei-Atua in their article Academic Freedom 

and Its Protection in the Law of European States, which provides a comprehensive evaluation 

of how the national legislations comply with the requirements to protect academic freedom.25 

 

- Global-North centrism: when denoting that there is a current crisis26 in the protection of 

academic freedom (which gives impetus to many recent legislative developments, and to this 

project), we are speaking from the perspective of recent developments in Europe and North 

America mostly. The denomination of “crisis”, as indicating a moment in time, is specific to 

this geographical context. This does mean that other regions of the world are not also reacting 

to this crisis, or that the state of academic freedom is unchanging in those regions. 

 

 
22 Gergely Kovats and Zoltan Ronay. 2022. Academic Freedom in Hungary. Vienna: OSUN Global Observatory 
on Academic Freedom. 
 
23 Beiter, Karran, and Appiagyei-Atua, "Academic Freedom and Its Protection in the Law of European States”, 
259-260. 
 
24 Beiter, Karran, and Appiagyei-Atua, "Academic Freedom and Its Protection in the Law of European States”, 
298. 
 
25 Beiter, Karran, and Appiagyei-Atua, "Academic Freedom and Its Protection in the Law of European States”. 
 
26 Liviu Matei, “The West’s Crisis of Academic Freedom”. 

https://elkanacenter.ceu.edu/sites/elkanacenter.ceu.edu/files/attachment/basicpage/131/goafacademicfreedominhungary20220218final.pdf
https://www.project-syndicate.org/commentary/academic-freedom-crisis-in-west-by-liviu-matei-2021-03?barrier=accesspaylog
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- Conceptual challenges: While we use the working definition mentioned above for the 

purpose of this project, understandings of the concept of academic freedom have been 

evolving. Various scholars call for a definition that includes the obligations and accountability 

that comes with academic work,27 or one that is expanded to include epistemic injustice,28 

and that thinks critically about how a rationalist understanding of academic freedom might 

be blind to forms of discrimination that restrict it.29 For example, an intersectional reading of 

academic freedom could study how gender, race, class, and other factors create barriers of 

access to participation in the academic community.  

 

- Linguistic Challenges: We are aware that the translation of concepts is rarely perfectly 

equivalent between different cultural contexts, and research on countries that do not use 

western-rooted languages should be sensitive to these issues. Linguistic challenges would 

require expansion of research and data collection team. 

 

- Access to exhaustive data might be difficult in some instances, and without extensive 

resources in order to provide sufficiently numerous data collection and research team, the 

project could remain incomplete, especially given the need for continuous updating of the 

database. 

 

  

 
27 Popovic, Matei, and Joly, Changing Understandings of Academic Freedom in the World at the Time of 
Pandemic, 15-22.  
 
28 Milica Popovic. 2022. “Academic Freedom and Epistemic Injustice”, Alternator, April 21, 2022. Academic 
Freedom and Epistemic Injustice | Alternator 
 
29 Liviu Matei, “The West’s Crisis of Academic Freedom”. 

https://www.alternator.science/en/long/academic-freedom-and-epistemic-injustice/
https://www.alternator.science/en/long/academic-freedom-and-epistemic-injustice/
https://www.project-syndicate.org/commentary/academic-freedom-crisis-in-west-by-liviu-matei-2021-03?barrier=accesspaylog
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Annex 1. List of IOs and Regional Frameworks 
 

International Organizations 

- United Nations Instruments  

- International Labour Organization (ILO) 

 

Regional Organizations 

- Council of Europe 

- European Union 

- African Union 

- Inter-American Convention 

- Southern African Development Community (SADC) 

- Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) 

 

Other Initiatives of Workers and Employers Organizations 

- American Association of University Professors 

- Dar es Salaam Declaration on Academic Freedom and Social Responsibility of Academics 

- International Association of Universities’ Policy Statement “Academic Freedom, University 

Autonomy and Social Responsibility” 

- Juba Declaration on Academic Freedom and University Autonomy  

- Kampala Declaration on Intellectual Freedom and Social Responsibility  

- Lima Declaration on Academic Freedom and Autonomy of Institutions of Higher Education 
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Annex 2. Relevant examples of mappings of legal 
frameworks 
 

1. World Bank Compendia of International and National Legal Frameworks (worldbank.org), 

see especially the Compendium of International and National Legal Frameworks on Sexual 

Harassment in the Workplace , given the similarity of focus on the work place 

2. The International Association of Privacy Professionals’ Global Comprehensive Privacy Law 

Mapping Chart 

3. For mapping purposes, see the map of Indigenous languages and territories made by Native-

Land.ca , made with Studio | Mapbox 

 

  

https://www.worldbank.org/en/about/legal/publication/compendium-of-international-and-national-legal-frameworks
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/32817/SexualHarassment_Volume%20I.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/32817/SexualHarassment_Volume%20I.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y
https://iapp.org/media/pdf/resource_center/global_comprehensive_privacy_law_mapping.pdf
https://iapp.org/media/pdf/resource_center/global_comprehensive_privacy_law_mapping.pdf
https://native-land.ca/
https://native-land.ca/
https://www.mapbox.com/mapbox-studio/
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